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based on rat hippocampal physiology were difficult to
relate to human findings because of their emphasis on
spatial processing (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). In con-
trast, findings in humans emphasized the importance of
the hippocampus in episodic memory, a form of memory
that has been considered unique to humans (Tulving
2002). The new findings from Ferbinteanu and Shapiro
show that, with clever task design and data analysis,
the neurophysiological correlates of episodic memory
can be identified and studied at the single-cell level.
Figure 1. Neurophysiological Correlates of an Episode This approach constitutes a powerful animal model of
Schematic representation of the three major patterns of activity human episodic memory.
observed on the  maze alternation task. Colored grids in (A)–(C)
show the location of high activity on the  maze. Note that the
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Active Vision and Visualdirected journeys.
Another key finding relevant to the interpretation of Activation in Area V4
these retrospective and prospective signals is the analy-
sis of activity during error trials. If these retrospective
and prospective signals are important for task perfor-
mance, then activity during error trials should be differ-
ent compared to control trials. Ferbinteanu and Shapiro During normal vision, the focus of gaze continually
jumps from one important image feature to the next.(2003) show that the responses of the populations of
both prospective and retrospective cells were dimin- In this issue of Neuron, Mazer and Gallant analyze
neural activity in higher-level visual cortex during thisished on error trials. The diminished response on error
trials was even more pronounced for the prospective kind of active visual exploration, and they demonstrate
a localized enhancement of visual responses that pre-signals than for the retrospective signal. This pattern is
consistent with the idea that prospective signals may dicts the target of the upcoming eye movement.
be more vulnerable to the effects of interference than
retrospective signals that convey information about Vision science would be wonderfully simplified if the
spatial relationship between the world and the retinalwhat just happened.
In summary, these findings provide striking new evi- receptor sheet never changed. In fact, the idea is so
appealing that most vision research is conducted asdence that place cell activity coexists with equally prom-
inent mnemonic signals for the recent past or immediate though this were the case. The angle of gaze is fixed,
through anesthesia or behavioral control, and stimulifuture to provide a continuous record of events that
make up an episode. The results described in this study are presented at a single position on a display device.
In real life, however, the angle of gaze continually jumpsalso highlight the important progress that has been
made in the development of a rat model of human mem- in a seemingly erratic pattern calculated to position the
high-acuity fovea over important regions of the visualory. As mentioned above, early theories of memory
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image—those with the highest information content or interpretations—a feedforward interpretation relating to
question 1 and a feedback interpretation relating tobehavioral relevance (Yarbus, 1967). This mode of active
visual exploration is a critical adaptation—our environ- question 2. Mazer and Gallant favor the feedforward
interpretation: local enhancement of V4 activity signalsment is hugely complex, the fovea is an information
bottleneck, and the serial flow of information through the informational importance of an image region and
helps guide the upcoming saccade to that region. Theirthe fovea must be optimized for competitive advantage.
The subjective result is the illusion that the entire world best argument is that purposeful saccadic behavior
must be based on the kind of fine spatial detail repre-is visually clear and accessible, when in reality at any
given moment only a small image region is clear and sented in the ventral pathway. Measurements of sac-
cadic patterns across complex visual scenes show thatthe rest is a blur.
All of this leads to two major questions: (1) how is this the eye movement system almost exclusively targets
image regions of high information content and ecologi-purposeful pattern of saccadic jumps determined, and
(2) what is its effect on information processing in visual cal relevance that seem as though they could only be
identified by higher-level ventral pathway shape pro-cortex? In this issue of Neuron, Mazer and Gallant (2003)
present an experimental approach to these questions. cessing (Yarbus, 1967). Likewise, in Mazer and Gallant’s
experiment, saccades were accurately directed to im-This laboratory has pioneered the movement toward
studying vision under less constrained, more naturalistic age patches that were distinguishable from the textured
background only in terms of complex shape. (Controlconditions. The unconstrained approach has its disad-
vantages—a completely unstructured experiment gives analyses showed that saccade targets were not charac-
terized by lower-level differences in luminance, contrast,up too much control over behavioral state and the visual
stimulus. Here, Mazer and Gallant defined a middle path, or spectral energy.) On the other hand, area V4 has no
strong direct outputs to oculomotor structures, so thein which eye movements were unconstrained but the
design of the stimulus array and behavioral task ensured anatomical basis for a rapid, feedforward, causal rela-
tionship to saccade generation is uncertain.meaningful data. Rhesus monkeys were initially cued
with a search target—a circular image patch taken from The feedback interpretation, relating to question 2, is
that before the saccade, spatial attention is directeda photograph. In subsequent displays, an array of similar
patches was presented against a background of tex- to the target as part of a saccade selection process
controlled elsewhere in the brain, and the attentionaltured visual noise. The monkeys were required to release
a response bar after detecting the target within one of shift has its standard effect of locally enhancing V4 re-
sponses. This interpretation is supported by the abun-these displays. Eye movement monitoring showed that
the animals accurately saccaded from one image patch dant evidence for spatial attention effects in V4 (Moran
and Desimone, 1985; Connor et al., 1997), psychophysi-to the next during the 2–5 s search of each target array.
Responses were recorded from single neurons in area cal studies showing that attentional shifts precede sac-
cades (Kowler et al., 1995; Hoffman and Subramaniam,V4, a critical intermediate stage in the ventral, object-
processing pathway of visual cortex. The grid spacing 1995), and the recent demonstration that stimulation
of FEF (frontal eye field, a cortical region involved inof the arrays was customized for each neuron such that
fixation of one patch usually placed another patch (i.e., generating saccadic eye movements) produces atten-
tion-like enhancement of V4 responses (Moore and Arm-another potential saccade target) at the receptive field
center. strong, 2003). The attentional interpretation seemed
more obvious in previous studies, where the animal’sThe main result was that responses to an image patch
in the receptive field were generally elevated when that entire behavior was focused on a single, well-defined
saccade target. In Mazer and Gallant’s experiment, at-patch turned out to be the target of the next saccade.
This kind of presaccadic enhancement has been shown tention and saccade patterns were unconstrained, yet
still local enhancement preceded saccades. Thus, ifbefore, but only under highly constrained and simplified
behavioral and stimulus conditions (Fischer and Boch, spatial attention underlies presaccadic enhancement, it
must have a strikingly consistent temporal relationship1981; Moore et al., 1998; Tolias et al., 2001). Those stud-
ies constituted a critical step, but their relevance was to saccades. Mazer and Gallant assert that their effects
cannot be secondary to oculomotor planning becauselimited to the artificial situation of an overtrained animal
focusing all of its attention on a single, simple, unvarying alignment of spike activity on fixation onset produces
a larger response peak than alignment on saccade onsetsaccade target defined by the experimenter. Voluntary
spatial attention has well-known enhancement effects (see Figure 6 in Mazer and Gallant, 2003). This, however,
only shows that fixation onset evokes the largest tran-even absent saccades, so Occam’s razor prohibited in-
terpreting presaccadic enhancement as a separate phe- sient, confirming that V4 cells are driven primarily by
visual stimulus changes. It does not prove that saccade-nomenon. Mazer and Gallant have demonstrated some-
thing far more relevant to realistic visual behavior. During related modulation is visual in origin. As in previous
studies, the data seem compatible with either the feed-free, unconstrained scanning across a field of complex
image regions, the local V4 representation of one region forward or feedback interpretations, or even a combina-
tion of the two.becomes stronger, and100 ms later the eyes saccade
to that region. For the first time, presaccadic enhance- This new report invites comparison with a related ex-
periment performed by Sheinberg and Logothetis (2001)ment in V4 is shown to be an integral aspect of the
exploratory visual behavior in which we are constantly on neurons in IT (inferotemporal cortex, the final stage in
the ventral pathway). Sheinberg and Logothetis trainedengaged under normal circumstances.
Presaccadic enhancement, now shown by Mazer and monkeys to find highly familiar objects embedded in
complex natural scenes. They too observed activity in-Gallant to operate during normal vision, has two possible
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creases preceding saccades, but only for saccades to
learned targets effective in driving the neuron being
studied, and only when the animal actually “noticed”
the target and immediately reported its presence with
a lever response. On the rare occasions when the animal
saccaded to an effective stimulus but temporarily failed
to notice it (looked away without responding), no presac-
cadic activity was observed. Strikingly, these cells, ad-
mittedly a select sample responsive to a subset of
learned stimuli, showed little or no activity associated
with other features in the complex background scenes
during the saccade sequences preceding target recog-
nition. Thus, Sheinberg and Logothetis observed none
of the general saccade-related enhancement that Mazer
and Gallant report. If presaccadic enhancement is a
feedback, attention-related phenomenon, this differ-
ence could be explained simply by the sparser respon-
sivity of the IT neurons studied by Sheinberg and Logo-
thetis. If, however, presaccadic enhancement in V4 is a
feedforward signal contributing to target selection, it
may represent a case where processing is completed
in V4 (or perhaps in posterior IT) and the output bypasses
anterior IT. This could make sense—V4 is still fairly reti-
notopic (unlike anterior IT) and encodes shape informa-
tion of moderate complexity that might be most useful
for general saccade targeting. V4 is usually thought of
as an intermediate stage subserving more final repre-
sentations in IT, but in this case V4 may embody, as
Mazer and Gallant suggest, the ultimate “salience map”
(Koch and Ullman, 1985) that guides the complex and
purposeful saccade patterns that characterize natural
vision.
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